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Hey, Tracy... we talked this a.m. and everything has been cleared up. FYI, I am forwarding her response, but 

you should know that it is settled in our minds and is no longer an issue. Thanks for your support.To: 

Christopher Barger/ARRBcc: From: Noelle Gray/ARRBDate: 10/06/95 07:52:05 AMSubject: ResponseAll I can 

say to that is - COMPLETE MISUNDERSTANDING! I can't be anymore emphatic that that in writing. I meant 

absolutely none of the things you interpreted. However, I am a strong believer in what someone interprets is 

more important than what the originator meant to convey. In other words, if you were hurt or insulted by 

what I said that is more important than the fact that none of it was meant that way, AT ALL and for that I 

apologize. If that made no sense to you please let me know. I can explain it better verbally.I do want you to 

know that everything I put out on musings is in a joking tone, like everyone else in the office. However, I also 

agree strongly that written banter can be construed as biting, rude, or more harsh that verbal banter and that 

is the exact reason I do not muse often. I did not want to offend, upset, or have the situation we are having 

right now with anyone in the office. However, I read everyone else's banter and sometimes think they are 

harsh and see that everyone takes it in fun, so I think "hey if everyone else reads this stuff and doesn't get 

upset, then they won't get upset at what I write." I hope you believe what I am telling you, quite honestly 

because it is true. I will probably muse even less often now, but know that this entire event was a 

misunderstanding. Additionally, I can only hope that you have kept this between you and I and will continue to 

do so. As far as I am concerned this is over and life can go on as if this never happened because it was 

misunderstanding and never meant to happen.
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